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													Spruce Up Your Everyday Carry In Time For Spring With New EDC Releases This Week

																											
In this roundup, find the best spring releases from our favorite brands to spruce up your outdoor adventures and everyday life.

[image: ]The GORUCK M23 Field Pack Offers Classic Carry With a Modern Twist
It’s too easy to think that only new bags with cutting-edge designs suit modern everyday carry. A rich heritage of great bags has been crafted in the past, and they still have a place today. This is especially true when modern crafters like the people at GORUCK add new quality-of-life improvements to some classics. Take their M23 Waxed Canvas Field Pack, for example, GORUCK’s take on the venerable M1945 field pack issued to US military forces during World War II. Built to exacting standards in the United States, just like the original combat knapsack it’s based on, the M23 features a bombproof design and a unique heritage look thanks to its 10.10oz Army Duck Canvas construction, treated with wax to be waterproof. It has just the right amount of modern equipment to make it well-suited for your next everyday carry bag.
Unlike the original bag you might find in a museum or surplus shop, the M23 has a few intelligent improvements up its sleeve. For example, its exterior comes with three pockets, side access to the interior, and a back panel upgraded to a non-abrasive 210D CORDURA nylon. The interior features an extra-reinforced 14 to 16” laptop compartment that’s missing in the original simply because US GIs didn’t have that kind of tech on them. The back panel also features a removable, rigid plastic frame sheet to hold its shape and stay upright when unloaded. Extra padding on the saddle also makes this a more comfortable bag to wear, while magnetic FIDLOCK buckles put a convenient modern spin on the top lid opening. The GORUCK M23 is available in medium 21L and has a sizeable 26L capacity to suit your needs, and you can pick between having it in black, dark oak brown, and olive drab based on your aesthetics.
Buy Now ($295)
[image: ] Field Notes "Flora" Edition Memo Books Inspire Blooming Ideas
The "Flora" edition of the Field Notes Memo Book is in a three-pack featuring three beautiful designs from Chicago artist Emmy Star Brown. Each notebook features high-quality 100#C McCoy paper cover stock with colorful renditions of Brown’s artwork evoking colorful flowers in a garden. The three particular Spring Field Notes Memo Books come in one each of ruled, dot graphed, and unmarked plain, making this a versatile set for everyday carry. You can carry all three in your pocket or bag because of their slim size and lightweight, or you can pick the one that suits your notetaking requirements for the day’s activities.
If you order this special pack from Field Notes in the United States or Canada, you will also receive a custom packet of wildflower seeds to try your hand at gardening and brightening your lawn. And if the cover art particularly suits your fancy, Field Notes has also made 500 sets of full-sized prints of the "Flora" art that are numbered and signed by the artist and placed in frames to decorate the walls of your house.
Buy Now ($14.95)

[image: ]
CRKT’s Forebear Cuts Through Time With Classic Slip Joint Mechanism
The Forebear is a testament to timeless design, featuring a classic slip joint mechanism reminiscent of a centuries-old tradition. Designed for everyday carry, it boasts a dual-blade setup, with both larger and smaller Wharncliffe blades opening from opposite ends of the handle. The 12C27 steel blade ensures excellent edge retention, while the nail nick facilitates easy opening. The G-10 handle provides exceptional grip in any weather condition, ensuring a secure hold even in wet or slippery environments. With its lightweight design and traditional slip joint mechanism, the Forebear is a reliable and enduring companion for everyday carry needs.
Buy Now ($99.99)
[image: ]
Reel in Adventure With Snow Peak’s Fly Fishing Starter Set
The Snow Peak Fly Fishing Starter Set is a comprehensive package designed to provide beginners with all the essential tools needed to kickstart their fly fishing journey. Developed in collaboration with Tiemco, renowned for their fishing gear expertise, this set ensures functionality and quality in every piece of equipment. With original fly rods and reels designed specifically for novice anglers, newcomers can swiftly grasp casting techniques with confidence. The inclusion of essential accessories like fly lines, backing lines, leaders, tippets, and flies further enhances the convenience, eliminating the need for separate purchases and ensuring a seamless fishing experience from the get-go.
Additionally, the set's thoughtfully designed case, inspired by Snow Peak's iconic tent colors, provides secure storage and adds a touch of style to the ensemble. With rod options like the 804-4 and 865-4, suited for diverse fishing conditions, beginners can explore various fishing environments, making this starter set a great asset for those embarking on their fly fishing journey.
Buy Now ($499.95)
[image: ]
COAST Founder’s Series Select Unveils a Slim and Stylish Titanium Knife
If you lack adequate pocket space to carry a full-size pocket knife, slim and sleek folders like the COAST Founder’s Series Select Titanium knife carry the day. The COAST Titanium features an effective 2.85” 9Cr18MoV stainless steel blade in a thin tanto shape that maximizes its cutting and piercing ability despite its size. The black titanium nitride finish also contrasts nicely with the stonewashed titanium handle. Black stainless steel hardware and liner lock complete the modern gent’s look, along with an interchangeable pin that lets you add a bit of red flair to the pommel of the knife that’s slightly visible when you carry it closed on its ambidextrous pocket clip.
Along with the smaller size, the COAST 1919 Founder’s Series Select Titanium folding knife is well-suited for carry in places where a larger tactical or hunting-style knife might draw unwanted attention. The intelligent looks and less-threatening appearance make it a good choice for office pen knives and package opening duties. With a quick press of the index flipper opening tab, you’ll be ready to get right to work with the COAST Founders Select Titanium folder in your hands. And with COAST’s lifetime warranty, you can depend on the knife in the years to come.
Buy Now ($89.99)
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													Space-Age and Stealthy Essentials Are the Hottest New EDC Drops This Week

																											
In this week’s round-up: technical essentials and stealthy additions to your everyday carry.

[image: ]
Ant Designs Unveils the GH Carabiner With 17 Essential Tools in One Sleek Package
With a history of successful Kickstarter campaigns dating back to 2021, Ant Design brings forth its latest innovation: the GH Carabiner. This multifunctional tool boasts an impressive array of 17 essential tools, including a ruler, nail file, tritium tube slot, slider lock, automatic lock system, independent keyhole, spring-loaded gate, pry bar, flat-head screwdriver, bottle opener, tungsten glass breaker, magnetic storage, replaceable blade utility knife, 4 mm screwdriver with interchangeable bits, flathead screwdriver, and a fire starter. Whether camping in the wilderness or tackling DIY projects at home, the GH Carabiner is designed to meet your needs with versatility and durability. There's still time to pledge early via Kickstarter for as low as $109 at the time of this publication.
Buy Now

[image: ]
CRKT Aims for the Stars With the MinimalX Knife
There are few things in EDC that you can actually say are destined for the stars, and one of CRKT’s newest knives, the MinimalistX, is one of them. It’s designed by Darriel Caston of D Rocket Design off of an original custom model called the MaximX, and was built to commemorate a rocket launch for SpaceX.
Its Japanese katana-inspired blade comes in stainless 12C27 steel that deploys via a minimal jimped rear flipper tab on CRKT’s signature IKBS ball bearing pivot and folds into a stainless steel handle that houses a framelock. If you’re looking for an unconventional tanto or cleaver blade in a sleek package that reminds you of the stars, the MinimalX is worth a spot in your space suit—just be careful taking it out on your next spacewalk.
Buy Now ($59.70)

[image: ]
DSPTCH’s RND Laptop Sling Is as Light as Air and Tough as Nails
Demonstrating their mastery and style over technical materials, the RND Edition of the Laptop Sling is DSPTCH’s take on a soft and lightweight laptop carrier. It’s minimal in both design and stature, letting its materials and hardware speak for themselves. The Laptop Sling comes in 5.0 oz Dyneema Composite Fabric, one of the most advanced and desired materials in bagmaking today, accented by nylon grid stop fabric for its semi-opaque front compartment and a FIDLOCK Snap flap enclosure.
The Sling comes in two sizes for your laptop needs, 14” and 16”, with a selection of colors for its 1” quick-release FIDLOCK sling strap to best match the rest of your carry.
Buy Now ($154)

[image: ]
Pry, Cut, and Open With Gerber Gear’s Prybrid Utility Clip
The Prybrid Utility by Gerber Gear is the ultimate go-to tool for many EDCers, and in a recent upgrade, it now offers more to love in a new colorway and clip. Combining the functionality of eight essential tools in one compact design, it's perfect for handling tasks at home, during outdoor adventures, or on the job site. With features like a pry bar, nail puller, wire stripper, flathead drivers, bottle opener, cord cut notch, and a replaceable utility blade, the Prybrid Utility has everything you need to tackle everyday challenges. Its portable size and keychain compatibility ensure that you'll always have it on hand when you need it most, making it an indispensable addition to your everyday carry.
Buy Now ($20)

[image: ]
Luminox's Atacama Field 1960 Series Goes Beyond the Battlefield
The Luminox Atacama Field 1960 Series watches draw inspiration from the classic field watch design and the demanding conditions of wartime trenches. Crafted with Luminox's signature CARBONOX case, these timepieces are built to withstand extreme environments, ensuring maximum durability and resilience. The textured dial design enhances readability and reflects the Atacama desert's rugged landscape, adding a touch of style to their utilitarian appeal.
Available in three distinct colorways, each watch features a robust black rubber strap with a textile overlay, combining durability with comfort. With Luminox Light Technology, these timepieces emit a constant glow for up to 25 years, and wearers can trust these watches to remain visible in any lighting condition.  Whether exploring the wilderness or navigating urban landscapes, the Luminox Atacama Field 1960 Series watches are the ultimate companion for those who prioritize reliability and performance in their timepiece.
Buy Now
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													What Is a Utility Knife Used For? The Ultimate Guide to a Multi-Purpose Tool

																											
You may have come across a utility knife in a buying guide or roundup of everyday carry knives and wondered, "What is a utility knife?" Or “what is a utility knife used for?" What exactly sets them apart from other pocket knives? And why should they earn a spot in your toolkit? Luckily, we’re here to answer your questions.
This guide explains what a utility knife is used for, the different types of utility knives available with some of our recommended picks, and some safety tips you should know when using a utility knife.
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													Upgrade Your Everyday With This Week’s New EDC Releases

																											
In this roundup, we highlight elevated essentials, exceptional travel gear, and excellent eighth-anniversary flashlight deals.

[image: ]
The Brown Buffalo X Huckberry Collab to Release a Stealthy Style Trio
In their first collaboration in 2022, Huckberry and The Brown Buffalo teamed up to produce a limited Huckberry edition of The Brown Buffalo's flagship backpack, the iconic Concealpack (a favorite of ours), that sold out in hours. Now, they're back with a trio of exclusive limited-edition releases: an upgraded Concealpack, a Porterpen Case, and a Dopp Kit, all in an exclusive MultiCam Black colorway, making a uniquely styled, well-rounded collection of highly functional and durable organizational solutions for the everyday carry enthusiast.
[image: ]
Leading the pack, the upgraded Concealpack Everyday Backpack 21L is meticulously crafted from high-performing DWR-coated X50 X-Pac with a 500D CORDURA face fabric. Its lining is DWR-coated VX21 X-Pac, and boasts reinforced critical points featuring Berry-compliant bar tacks to better safeguard your essentials during transit and in cases of drops. It maintains an ample 21L storage compartment, a secure, padded laptop compartment, and plenty of pockets for organization, easily accessible through the full clamshell opening design. The Porterpen Case and the Dopp Kit are also crafted from the same material as the Concealpack. The Porterpen Case boasts a 1L capacity, offering a compact yet robust solution for safeguarding writing materials and other small essentials, and the Dopp Kit comes with a 3L capacity, perfect for keeping your toiletries and other related materials protected and organized, perfectly rounding out the collection.
[image: ]
Each of these pieces represents the uncompromising quality and thoughtful design of these brands, offering functionality and durability without compromising on style, and when used together, they make a cohesive ensemble that ensures efficient organization.
Buy Now

[image: ]
Wuben's Anniversary Sale Marks Eight Years of Brilliance
Flashlight fabricator Wuben is celebrating eight years of innovation and excellence with an anniversary sale, offering exciting deals and gifts to commemorate this milestone. Wuben has consistently delivered reliable and highly functional lighting solutions, with a diverse range of products catering to users, from tactical flashlights to bike and compact pen lights.
For their 8th anniversary sale, Wuben is slashing prices on select products up to a whopping 66%, and the spotlight is on some of their most popular models like the G2 mini EDC flashlight, rechargeable B2 Bike LED Light, E7 Headlamp, fan favorite (as is one of ours) X3, X1, X0, and many more. Wuben’s 8th Anniversary Sale kicked off on March 15th and will last until March 31st, giving enthusiasts ample time to snag some of their top-of-the-line and limited-edition products at their best prices yet. So, if you’ve had your sights on some of their products, now’s the time to get them.
Buy Now

[image: ]
The Ridge Check-in Is the Suitcase That Checks All Your Boxes
Ridge continues to impress with their latest travel release, the Check-In, following the success of the Ridge Carry-On. Building on the foundation of its predecessor, the Ridge Check-In features a minimalist design coupled with robust functionality. With a 30% thicker shell compared to standard check-ins and crafted from German Makrolon polycarbonate, this suitcase is a testament to durability without sacrificing style. Equipped with features like a TSA-approved combination lock, YKK Racquet Coil Zippers, and an exterior-mounted trolley, the Check-In ensures security and ease of use for travelers. The interior features a compression panel, zipped pockets, and an AirTag/GPS tracker pocket, making organization effortless. With its sleek (and customizable) Carbon Fiber 3k logo plate and oversized 360° spinner wheels, the Ridge Check-In is the epitome of sophistication and reliability for modern globetrotters.
Buy Now ($445)

[image: ]
Snow Peak’s Cast Iron Sandwich Skillet Was Made to Take the Heat
The Snow Peak Cast Iron Sandwich Skillet is a versatile cooking tool designed for outdoor enthusiasts. It can be used as a sandwich press or as two separate skillets, offering versatility for various cooking needs. It weighs just 11 pounds and is portable enough for camping trips or picnics. This skillet is crafted from durable ductile cast iron with a heat-resistant silicon coating and is durable enough to withstand the rigors of outdoor cooking. The high ridges on one side are perfect for achieving those coveted grill marks, while the smooth surface on the other ensures effortless non-stick cooking. With its modular functionality, this skillet seamlessly integrates into various cooking setups, whether you're using it with a fireplace, grill burner, or teppanyaki burner. It's a must-have addition to any outdoor kitchen arsenal, offering versatility and durability for all your culinary adventures.
Buy Now ($356.95)

[image: ]
The James Brand Gives the Kline Knife a Marbled Carbon Makeover
The James Brand recently unveiled the latest iteration of their best-selling knife, The Kline. It’s now available in a new Marbled Carbon + Stainless colorway made in the USA, and it's the first to use carbon fiber scales in the line. The James Brand leverages carbon fiber's strength and light weight in a classy and unique marble pattern (specifically Protech Composites Black Ops Molten Carbon Fiber), giving The Kline an entirely new look and feel. Complementing the sleek new scales is a razor-sharp MagnaCut 3.4” stainless steel blade, providing the ultimate balance of corrosion resistance, toughness and edge retention. The knife also features the brand's signature TJB slide lock mechanism for ambidextrous use and a deep carry, reversible pocket clip for added convenience. We loved the original version of this knife, so we’re excited about this new addition to the line. Read our original feature of The Kline here.
Buy Now ($449)
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													Gear Up with Technical Travel Bags and Outdoor Knives In This Week’s New Everyday Carry Releases

																											
In this roundup, we highlight a versatile range of tools and accessories designed to elevate your outdoor adventures and everyday life.

[image: ]
Aer's Tech Trio: A Sling, a Pack, and a Packable Powerhouse
Aer updated its Tech line this month with the third edition of its X-Pac sling briefcase. The new Tech Sling 3 features a lightweight, waterproof VX-42 sailcloth made in the United States by Dimension-Polyant. You can keep a professional look wherever you go, and the removable padded sling strap makes this a very versatile laptop bag for your everyday carry. The sailcloth construction means that the Aer Tech Sling 3 weighs just 1.2 lbs in total, and that's while giving you a full nine liters of space and enough padding to keep your 14” laptop or tablet safe. There's tons of other organizational space inside the bag, which is also colored bright orange to help you quickly identify the gear you've packed inside.
[image: ]
If you need slightly more space than the Tech Sling 3 can provide, Aer also released the newly updated Day Pack 3 and Tech Pack 3 in X-Pac sailcloth. They're also great options if you prefer the comfort and stability of an everyday carry backpack. Both backpacks also help you maximize cabin space as they are within TSA compliance and compatible with carry-on size limits on most airlines worldwide.
[image: ]
The Day Pack 3 is 17.25" tall and weighs 2.7 lbs, providing 14L of space inside. The dual-compartment design lets you separate your gear and tech essentials, keeping things tidy inside with the dedicated organizational space. There's room for up to a 16" desktop replacement laptop inside the padded laptop sleeve, and the hidden AirTag tracker pouch gives you peace of mind as you travel. For quick access items, the top waterproof YKK zippered compartment has enough space to hold sunglasses, cell phone, and passport inside. While the minimalist look of the back looks very streamlined, the bag retains the side water bottle compartment to help you stay hydrated as you go about your daily business.
The slightly larger 16L of space afforded by the updated Aer Tech Pack 3 in X-Pac lets you maximize your loadout without adding too much bulk. At 3.0 lbs, this is the heaviest bag in the new lineup, but that's still at least two pounds lighter than the standard ballistic nylon laptop bag before you add your gear into the mix. Unlike those other bags, the Tech Pack 3 has a structured design that holds its shape even when you don't fill it with gear, clothing, and other essentials. At 18" tall, it's slightly more prominent on your back than the Aer Day Pack 3, but not by much, and the luggage passthrough at the rear means you can cart it around an airport terminal or train station easily with any roller bag you pack alongside.
Check Them Out

[image: ]
Explore the Brilliance of Streamlight Strion 2020
The Streamlight Strion 2020 marks a significant upgrade in the Strion series, delivering a powerful output of 1,200 lumens and 28,000 candela, making it ideal for long-range applications. Its innovative design includes independently functioning head and tail switches, providing versatile control options.  Additionally, the intuitive mode select switch allows for effortless adjustment between three intensity modes: High, Medium, and Low, along with a strobe function for emergencies.

The Strion boasts a durable lithium-ion battery and offers a runtime of 1.75 hours on High, 5.5 hours on Medium, and 12 hours on Low. At 6.33” in length and weighing only 5.70 oz, it strikes a perfect balance between portability and functionality, making it an indispensable tool for professionals and outdoor enthusiasts alike. Furthermore, its compatibility with existing Strion chargers ensures convenient and hassle-free charging whenever needed, making it a reliable companion for professionals and outdoor enthusiasts.
Buy Now ($230)

[image: ]
CRKT Bear Claw Knife Roars with Tactical Precision
The CRKT Bear Claw knife is an evolution of Russ Kommer's original concept. This iteration of the Bear Claw knife has the same profile as the original and sports a 2.39” blunt-tip hawkbill blade. It’s forged from resilient AUS 8 steel with Veff Serrations, ensuring efficient cutting while minimizing the risk of accidental punctures—a crucial feature for activities like whitewater rafting and emergency response. The Bear Claw boasts a textured glass-reinforced nylon handle, providing exceptional grip even in wet conditions. The ergonomic design, complete with a finger retention hole, ensures secure handling during intense tasks. With a compact size and lightweight construction, coupled with a durable nylon sheath featuring multiple mounting options, the Bear Claw stands ready for any adventure or emergency situation.
Buy Now ($59.95)

[image: ]
The Weim By Kansept Cuts Through Expectations
Jonathan Styles, a skilled knife maker and designer hailing from Newfoundland, Canada, draws inspiration from his lifelong passion for the outdoors and artistic endeavors for his latest knife design for Kansept, the Weim. Constructed with premium CPM S35VN steel, the 3.28'' blade ensures exceptional durability and edge retention, making it well-suited for various cutting tasks. The stonewashed finish adds a rugged charm while enhancing the blade's resilience to wear and tear. Notably, the Weim stands out for its innovative handle design, which skillfully combines two different materials (Pilan Titanium + Blue Carbon Fiber) to create a unique and ergonomic grip. Featuring dual thumb stud deployment and a caged ball bearing system, this knife offers smooth and efficient opening action, making it a reliable tool for both outdoor enthusiasts and everyday users alike.
Buy Now ($184.90)

[image: ]The Nomadix Robe Brings Comfort at Home or On The Road
We’re a big fan of gear that enhances both comfort and functionality, and the Nomadix robe is a prime example of this. The Nomadix Robe is the latest release from Nomadix and is made from their MicroTerry material for anyone seeking relaxation at home or on the go.
One of the standout features of the Nomadix robe is its super-absorbent fabric, ensuring quick and efficient drying after any water activity. But it's not just about functionality – this robe is designed with travel in mind. Its lightweight and compact design makes it easy to pack, while its sand-resistant properties ensure it stays clean and comfortable in various environments. It also functions as both a robe and a towel. It’s available in a limited capsule collection with four unique patterns that you can check below.
Buy Now ($149.95)
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													Tanner Goods Canyon Crossbody Pack

																											
"Tanner Goods’ bestselling sling bag now comes in handsome and durable 10 oz. waxed canvas. The second-generation Canyon Crossbody Pack has a 24L capacity, enough to store your point-and-shoot, phone, and other essentials in its four pockets. It has a foam-padded back for comfort and..." (via The Awesomer)
Read More
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													From Beats to Blades and More in This Week’s Everyday Carry New Releases

																											
From exceptional everyday carry knives to eco-conscious earbuds, we've handpicked essentials you won't want to leave home without in this week’s round-up.
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													Deal Alert: Ridge XI Anniversary Sale

																											
It’s been 11 years since the original Kickstarter campaign that launched Ridge to the forefront of the minimalist wallet market, and today, they’re celebrating how far they’ve come with their everyday products designed for life, literally. To mark the occasion, the Ridge XI Anniversary Sale is giving up to 30% off their best sellers, including 30% off Ridge wallets, 20% off rings and watches, and standing by their products with an extended, 365-day, risk-free trial with free shipping across the board.
[image: ]
The original Kickstarter Ridge wallet from 2013, still kicking after over 4,000 days.
The Ridge XI Anniversary Sale runs through April 1st, 2024, so if there ever was a time to upgrade your essentials to an everyday carry built to last a lifetime, now's your chance to check out everything on sale at the link below.
Shop the Sale
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													Braun x Hodinkee BN0279 Watch

																											
"Watch shop Hodinkee teamed up with minimalist design house Braun to create the BN0279. The grey 40mm mechanical watch is as simple as it gets, with hints of color calling back to Braun’s alarm clocks from the 70s. It’s available with either a second hand or..." (via The Awesomer)
Read More
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													Vision Takes Center Stage In New Everyday Carry Releases This Week

																											
In this week’s round-up: lights and night vision, an alternative way to cut, and a new daypack contender.
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													AceStand Phone Stand + Pocket Tool

																											
"This surprisingly versatile gadget puts a phone stand in your pocket, plus a lot more. In addition to holding most phones, the titanium multitool packs a flat-blade screwdriver, 1/4″ and 1/6″ bit drivers, spoke wrenches, a bottle opener, a box cutter, a pry tool, rulers, a hex wrench, and more. It’s also got..." (via The Awesomer)
Read More
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													Wicked Wearables and Tough Tools: New Everyday Carry Gear to Check Out This Week

																											
In this week’s round-up: From compact flashlights to durable backpacks and stylish pilot watches, this week's lineup is packed with fresh everyday carry essentials.
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													ANIMALMODS EDC Tray No6

																											
"Keep your wallet, watch, tools, and other small items organized and ready to go in this 3D-printed EDC tray from ANIMALMODS. It has a main storage tray along with six 18mm wide channels for knives. Custom channel widths can also be ordered, as well as..." (via The Awesomer)
Read More
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													The G-SHOCK RANGEMAN GPRH1000: A Watch for the Ultimate Adventurer

																											
The G-SHOCK line has repeatedly proven itself to be a watch that can easily handle the most demanding environments in the world. With the release of the Master of G RANGEMAN GPRH1000, G-SHOCK further elevates the line from being a rugged, reliable watch to a fully-featured exploration, analysis, and adventure tool.

[image: ]
Seek Adventure with Confidence
Whether you’re trekking in the mountains, running in the city, biking in the countryside, or swimming in the oceans, the RANGEMAN GPRH1000 has you covered using its six sensors and built-in GPS to measure and record your data. With its built-in GPS, you can measure your position, distance, and speed and track your route on a map. You can also view your location's sunrise and sunset data, tide graph, and world time. The RANGEMAN GPRH1000 also has a compass that can help you navigate the terrain and a barometer that can alert you of changes in the weather.
[image: ]
The Toughest Fitness Tracker You’ll Ever Own
The RANGEMAN GPRH1000 supports nine activity modes, including trekking, running, biking, swimming, and gym workouts, ensuring no movement is wasted. With its optical sensor, you can measure your heart rate and blood oxygen level and adjust your pace and intensity accordingly. Using the CASIO Watches App to link the watch to your smartphone via Bluetooth, you can analyze your health metrics using algorithms from Polar, a company with a well-established reputation for heart rate-focused training analysis. These include all the necessary information that you’d want from a fitness tracker, including VO2 max calculations, cardio load, and calories burned. You can even link your data with apps like Strava and Apple Health to share your achievements with friends and fellow adventurers.
Withstand the Worst to Become the Best
The RANGEMAN GPRH1000 combines the convenient features of a smartwatch and fitness tracker with the tough, durable reputation of the G-SHOCK line. It’s designed to withstand shock, dust, mud, and water and is based on bio-based resins, which are environmentally friendly and durable. The case gets added protection from forged and stamped metal components that guard the GPS antenna and sensors inside. A forged metal button guard protects the main control button at the 9 o’clock position, while the case’s button shafts are equipped with gasket fittings to prevent mud and dust from getting in. Like the case, the band is also made of soft bio-based resin, ensuring a comfortable wrist fit. Large buttons with non-slip texture make them easy to operate and reliable even in wet environments.
[image: ]
The Power to Keep Going
The RANGEMAN GPRH1000 has a dual-charging system, so you’re never stuck without power. The time display is powered by solar charging, while the training functions and smart features rely on USB charging for juice. The digital display features a high-brightness full-auto LED backlight that makes the watch readable in the dark.
The G-SHOCK Features You Love
The RANGEMAN GPRH1000 comes with the standard G-SHOCK features and functions we’ve come to love and rely on. It has five alarms, one of which has a snooze function. It has countdown and interval timers, which are helpful for training, and a 1/100s stopwatch, which can measure up to 24 hours. It also has a world time function, which can display the time of 39 cities.
[image: ]
The Best of Both Worlds
Loaded with features that help you explore, analyze, and enjoy your outdoor activities beneath a shock-resistant, 200-meter water-resistant, eco-friendly bio-based resin case, you’ll be hard-pressed to find a watch that combines toughness and functionality the way the G-SHOCK RANGEMAN GPRH1000 does. If you’ve been looking for that one “do it all” watch that you can reliably wear daily with complete peace of mind, then look no further.
And if you’re not the adventuring type, sit back and daydream because the RANGEMAN can have notifications for incoming calls, e-mails, new social media posts, calendar notifications, and reminders, but we think you’d rather be out adventuring.
[image: ]
Check It Out
This is a sponsored post presented by G-SHOCK.
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													Blades, Boots, Bags, and Beats: Check Out This Week’s New Everyday Carry Releases

																											
In this week’s round-up: sleek slicers from our favorite knife brands, buy-it-for-life boots and bags, and new buds to keep your daily soundtrack going.
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